Abstract. In a context considering in a unique framework all the relations in 9 a database, by means of the notion of global consistency, independent database schemes allow enforcement of constraints to be performed locally, thus providing independent updatability of the various relations. Independent schemes have hitherto been studied in the presence of functional and join dependencies. In this paper the definition is extended and some characterizations are given for schemes whose sets of constraints contain functional and inclusion dependencies.
Introduction
In a relational database, the information of an enterprise is represented by a set of relations. The weak instance model [19, 25, 26, 27] provides a framework to query the database as a whole, regardless of the way attributes appear in the various relation schemes. It is based on a notion of global consistency of the database, which takes into account data from all the relations. It is possible that each relation satisfies the respective dependencies, whereas the database is not globally consistent. This situation is clearly undesirable, since it implies that an update to a single relation can cause a global inconsistency that cannot be detected locally on such a relation, but only by means of a test which may involve the whole database: that is, the relations cannot be updated independently from one another. The class of independent schemes was recently proposed [18, 29] to capture the concept of independent updatability: a database scheme * An extended abstract of this paper appears in the Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Conference on Very Large Data Bases, Brighton, England, 1~4 September 1987, pp. 159 166. The work of the first author was supported by Ministero dell'Universitgl e della Rieerca Scientifica e Tecnologica, within the Project "Metodi formali e strumenti per basi di dati evolute" and the work of the second author by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. Part of this work was performed when the first author was with IASI-CNR and then with Universit/t di Napoli.
is independent if satisfaction of constraints in each relation (called local satisfaction) implies global consistency of data (defined as satisfaction of constraints on a relation defined over the universe of the attributes containing in its projections the various relations in the database). This class of database schemes generated a great deal of interest and was widely accepted to be a desirable criterion in designing a relational database [2, 3, 4, 11, 12, 20, 21, 25, 31, 32] .
To the best of our knowledge, all work on independent schemes considers as constraints only functional dependencies and (possibly) the join dependency corresponding to the database scheme. Functional and join dependencies are definitely important constraints, but, in the last few years a general consensus has been reached that the most common constraints in real world databases are functional dependencies together with inclusion dependencies [-6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 22, 28, 33] . This paper is an attempt to bridge this gap by extending the idea of independence to functional and inclusion dependencies, and characterizing it for some classes of schemes. Our long term objective is to develop theoretical results based on assumptions that are reasonable for practical applications.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly introduce concepts and notation needed throughout this paper. In Sect. 3, we give the definition of independence in the presence of inclusion dependencies and compare it with the traditional notion. It is well known that the interaction of functional and inclusion dependencies is inherently difficult: just to give an example, both the unrestricted and the finite implication problems are undecidable [13, 28] . As a consequence, following other authors, we restrict our attention to some specific subclasses of functional and inclusion dependencies that have a nicer behaviour: we consider key-based dependencies [-22] in Sect. 4 , and functional and unary inclusion dependencies [15] in Sect. 5. For each case we completely characterize independence. These results should provide insight into the design process of independent schemes under our assumptions.
Background definitions and notation
For the sake of brevity, we only sketch most usual definitions, which can be found in detail in popular textbooks [23, 34] , concentrating on the nonstandard ones.
Basics
We fix a finite set of attributes U = A 1 A2... Am, and call it the universe. Following common practice in relational database literature, we use the same notation A to indicate both the single attribute A and the singleton set {A}; also, we indicate the union of attributes (or sets or sequences thereof) by means of the juxtaposition of their names.
A relation scheme is an object R(X), where R is the name of the relation scheme and X is a subset of U. It is common to make reference to a relation scheme by means of its name, omitting the involved set of attributes. A database scheme is a collection of relation schemes R = {R 1 (Xa), ..., R,(X,)}, with distinct relation names.
The domain D is the disjoint union of two countably infinite sets, the set of constants and the set of variables. (For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all the attributes have the same domain.) A tuple defined on a set of attributes X is a function t from X to D; the value of t on A~X, is indicated with t. A~.
If t is a tuple on X, and Z is a subset of X, then t. Z denotes the restriction of the mapping t to Z; rather asymmetrically, if Y is a sequence of attributes B~, ...,B k from X, then t. Given a tuple t on X, we say that t is total if t.Bi is a constant for every B~X. A tableau on the relation scheme R(X) is a set of tuples on X; a relation on R(X) is a set of total tuples on X. Sometimes we will use the notation r(X) in order to indicate a relation over a scheme whose name is irrelevant and which involves the set of attributes X. The total projection operator rc ~ is an operator defined on tableaux that gives relations as results: rc~x(T) = {t. Xlte T and t. X is total}.
A state (or a database) of a database scheme R is a function r that maps each relation scheme R~eR to a relation on R~; with a slight abuse of notation, given R = {R1, ..., R,} we write r = {rl, ..., r,}.
Functional and inclusion dependencies
Integrity constraints are statements associated with the database scheme that express restrictions on the possible states. The implication problem of FDs was studied by means of formal systems by Armstrong [13, and efficient algorithms were presented by Beeri and Bernstein [5] . Given a set F of (untagged) FDs and a set of attributes X, the closure of X wrt F, indicated with X +, is the set of attributes {A[X~AeF+}. Given a set F of FDs, there is always a set G of FDs equivalent to F whose FDs have all singletons as right-hand sides. So, whenever needed, it is possible to assume, without loss of generality, to have sets of FDs of that form. Given a relation scheme R(X) and a set of FDs F defined on it, a set of attributes K~_X is a superkey of R (wrt F) if K--*X~F+; it is a key of R if it is a superkey and no proper subset of it is a superkey. 
The weak instance model and independence
The weak instance model is an approach to the relational model aimed at viewing the various relations in a database state in a unified framework. It is based on the notion of global satisfaction of constraints, where constraints (in our case FDs, but the extension to other kinds of embedded implicational dependencies is possible) are defined over attributes in the universe U, rather than over single relation schemes: 9 tr" A = bj (where bj is a variable that appears nowhere else in T~), for Ae U -Ri.
The chase [24] is a computation method that, given a tableau T and a set of (global) constraints C, produces a new tableau, denoted by CHaSEc(T ), that satisfies C. If C is a set F of untagged FDs, CHaSEF(T ) is the tableau obtained from T by applying (as long as changes can be made) FD-transformations associated with FDs in F. An FD-transformation is associated with an FD X ~ A, and two tuples tl, t2, and can be applied if tl and t2 agree on X and disagree on A; if the two values for A are distinct constants, then the result of the transformation is the empty tableau ~ (and it is said that the chase has generated a contradiction), otherwise the two values are equated. A theorem by Honeyman [-19] says that a state is globally consistent wrt a set of untagged FDs F if and only if no contradiction is generated while chasing the corresponding state tableau wrt F. The representative instance for a state r is the tableau obtained by chasing the state tableau wrt the given set of constraints C: CHaSEc(T~). The representative instance approach to window functions [25, 26] uses the Xtotal projection of the representative instance ~x(CHASEc(T~) ) as the window on the set of attributes X.
It would be nice if we could compute the total projections by means of predefined relational expressions that are independent of individual states. This is possible exactly when the database scheme is bounded wrt the given constraints [17, 26] . Known classes of bounded schemes are independent schemes [-2, 3, 21, 31] , cover embedding, BCNF, and 7-acyclic schemes [,10] , and independencereducible schemes [--9] .
The concept of independence relates the notions of local and global satisfaction of dependencies. In the literature, it has been discussed wrt FDs and some other dependencies, not including INDs. In the rest of the paper we will study independence when INDs are present, but now we present the usual definition of independence wrt FDs. An untagged FD X~A is said to be embedded in a relation scheme R(Y) if XA_~ Y A set of untagged FDs is embedded in a database scheme R if each of them is embedded in some relation scheme of R. (In the rest of this paragraph, we will use the subscript U for sets of untagged FDs and the subscript T for sets of tagged FDs.) A database scheme R is said to be cover embedding for a set Fv of FDs if there exists a set Gv of FDs embedded in R such that G~: =Fv + . Given a set Fv, embedded in a database scheme R, let Fr be the set of tagged FDs obtained from Fv by tagging each FD with the relation schemes it is embedded in (if an FD is embedded in more than one relation scheme, it apears as many times in F). The scheme R is independent wrt F v if each state that locally satisfies F T is globally consistent wrt Fv. Similarly, given a set Fr of tagged FDs, we can define F v by removing the tags and give an identical definition of independence wrt Fr 1. Independence was first proposed by Sagiv [29] , who gave necessary and sufficient conditions for it, when the only constraints are key dependencies; Graham and Yannakakis [18] presented a number of results on independence, including a polynomial time test for independence wrt a set of embedded FDs. More efficient algorithms were later proposed [21, 31] . 1 As we said, give a set of tagged FDs, it is always possible to find a "corresponding" set of untagged FDs, and vice versa. In the following, provided no confusion can arise, we will sometimes omit the distinction between two corresponding sets of this sort. Fig. 1 has not a weak instance with respect to Fv ~ {M ~ D}.
although it violates the intuitive notion of consistency, since Smith is related to the project P as an employee and to the project T as a manager: this contradicts the fact that each manager works for the department he (or she) manages, and that each employee (or manager) is related to at most one project. As a matter of fact, Z implies the FD RI: M~D, and the state in
Example 1 suggests that the definition of global satisfaction has to consider the FDs implied by the interaction of the FDs in F with the INDs in I. At the same time, the INDs implied in the interaction with FDs need not be considered, because they are satisfied by every state that satisfies F w I, and cannot generate contradictions (other than those possibly generated via FDs): if a state locally satisfies FDs and INDs, its state tableau also satisfies the INDs (with respect to constants).
Definition.
For every i, 1 < i<n, let Gi be a cover of the FDs with tag Ri in S +, then let G = G1 u... w Gn, and Gv be the set of untagged FDs corresponding to G. A state r is globally consistent wrt X if it is locally consistent with respect to S and globally consistent wrt Gv (i.e., it has a weak instance wrt Gv). [] It should be noted that the definition of global consistency does not depend on the covers Gi chosen to construct G, since the existence of a weak instance is not cover sensitive. The definition of independence then follows in a natural way.
Definition. A database scheme R is independent wrt S if every state r of R that is locally consistent wrt S is also globally consistent wrt S. [] As desired, the scheme in Example 1 is not independent wrt S. The following two lemmas describe some interesting properties about our definition of independence.
Lemma 1 Let S and G be as above. If R is independent wrt G then R is independent wrt S.
Proof. Assume R independent wrt G. Let r be a generic state of R that is locally consistent wrt S. Then r locally satisfies G and so, since R is independent wrt G, r is globally consistent wrt G, and so globally consistent wrt X. [] In general it is not the case that independence wrt F implies independence wrt S, because, as shown in Example 1, there may be FDs in G that cause a violation of independence.
Lemma 2 Let X and G be as above, and let G +=F +. For every R, if R is independent wrt F, then R is independent wrt X.
Proof. Assume R independent wrt F. Let r be a state that is locally consistent wrt S. Then r locally satisfies F and so, since R is independent wrt F, r is globally consistent wrt F. Since F +--G +, r is also globally consistent wrt G, and so wrt S. This proves that R is independent wrt S. [] Let us note that the converses of Lemmas 1 and 2 in general do not hold -that is, independence wrt S does not imply independence wrt F (nor wrt G), as it can be confirmed by means of simple examples, one of which will be shown in next section, as Example 2. In Sects. 4 and 5 we will study restricted cases, for which a characterization of independence is possible, somehow inverting these lemmas.
The definition we have just given has one drawback: since in general the finite implication problem (as well as the unrestricted implication problem) for INDs and FDs is undecidable, the set G of FDs need not be computable. As a consequence, following what has been done for other problems related to INDs, we will consider restricted classes of FDs and INDs, for which the implication problem is decidable.
Independence wrt key dependencies and INDs
The first kind of restriction we consider on FDs and INDs is related to the concept of key. Johnson and Klug [22] called a set ~ key-based if (a) All FDs are key dependencies, and each relation scheme Ri(Xi)~R, has exactly one key Ki. Since we deal with the weak instance model, and so want to give a unique meaning to each set of attributes, we assume that if the key K i and a nonkey attribute A of some relation scheme R~ are both contained in some other relation scheme Rj(Xj), then the FD Ri: Ki~A is also in F § and so R~ and Rj have the same key. (Note that this does not mean that if the key of a relation scheme is contained in another relation scheme, then it is also a key for it; it is a key if also a nonkey attribute is contained in both relation schemes.) Under these assumptions, Johnson and Klug [22] obtained a number of results on the containment of conjunctive queries. We will show that in this case the interaction between FDs and INDs is simple, and independence can be characterized. Moreover, we show a similar characterization by replacing assumption (b) with the following (while keeping assumption (a)).
(c) The set of INDs I is acyclic, and, for each IND a=Rj [Y] ~_Ri [X] eI, at least one of the following holds: (i) a is typed; or (ii) it is not the case that Y properly contains the key Kj of Rj.
Since in both cases the restrictions are based on keys and on the relationship between the sequences of attributes in the INDs and the keys, the term key-based would be suitable for both. In order to avoid confusion, we will refer to the assumptions that are made on the constraints with the names we introduced above: (a), (b), (c). 
Let us consider the database scheme R=E(EN, N,A,S), T(EN, N, CT), P(EN, N, R), C(CN, D, I); let the FDs be defined in such a way that EN is the key for the first three schemes and CN the key for the last one; let the following INDs be in X: E[EN, N]~_T[EN, N], E[EN, N]~P[EN, N], P[N]~_C[I], C[CN]~_T[CT]
. Here, the FD EN--+N is embedded in three relation schemes, and so R is not independent wrt the FDs defined on it. However, the INDs "force" the FD to express the same relationship in all the three relation schemes, and so it would be reasonable for this scheme to be independent. The results in this section show that R is in fact independent wrt Z.
We study independence first under hypotheses (a), (b), and later under hypotheses (a), (c).
As a first step towards studying independence under hypotheses (a), (b The above process does not introduce new violations of INDs in any step. This is obvious for the addition of the tuples of x's, since there is one of them for each relation. With respect to the other tuples, they cannot introduce any violation, because all the INDs, by hypothesis (b), have right-hand side containing nonkey attributes only, and for all these attributes the new tuples have value x, which means that the subtuple is already in the relation. Now, since no new violations are introduced, the process terminates after a finite number of steps.
Also, the process does not introduce violations of FDs. This is again immediate for the tuples of x's, since there is one per relation, and the value x is not in the original state. Also, the other tuples cannot introduce any violation: let R~[X]~_Rj [Y] be the IND requiring the new tuple t to be added to r~; now, by hypothesis (b), X is contained in the key K i of Ri, and so if an FD were violated, there would be a tuple ti~r~ with the same values as t on Ki, and so on X: but this would mean that there is no need to add a tuple to r~ -a contradiction. []
Lemma 4 Let R and Z = F w I satisfy assumptions (a), (b). Then, for any tagged FD f fEF + if and only if feZ +.
Proof The only if part is immediate. As regards the /f part, let f= Ri: Z--, A be an FD not in F +. We show that it is not in 2 + either, by showing a state that satisfies 2 and does not satisfy f First of all, let us observe that Z is not the key (nor a superkey) of R~ wrt F. Let us consider a state r 0 whose relations are all empty except ri, which contains two tuples t 1 and t 2 as follows: they agree on Z but disagree on all other attributes. Now, ro satisfies F, and by Lemma 3, it is possible to find a state r, that is locally consistent wrt Z, and whose relations respectively contain the corresponding relations in r 0. Proof. By Lemma 4, we know that, under hypotheses (a), (b), F+= G +, and therefore, by Lemma 2, the if part is proved.
In order to consider the only if part, let us assume R not to be independent wrt F. Let ro be a counterexample state, satisfying F and globally inconsistent wrt F. By Lemma 3, there exists a state r, containing ro relationwise and locally consistent wrt Z; since it contains ro, r is globally inconsistent wrt s and so it shows that R is not independent wrt X. [] We now want to find a characterization for the case (a), (c). Again, we first show that the sets of FDs respectively implied by F and Z are the same. violated. For each tuple ts~r~ such that there is no tuple tr~rr with ts" Y=tr-X, a tuple t is added to r r, with t.X=ts.Y, and the other attributes defined as follows: for every attribute C~Xr-X, if X is a key or a superkey for Rr, and there is an FD Rr: KT-* C such that Kr C is contained in some other relation scheme, say R e, and there is a tuple tc2er Q with to.Kr=t.Kr, then t.C is defined with the same value as t e, C (we will show that this definition is unambiguous, and so the value is uniquely defined for each attribute); otherwise, t-C is defined as a constant not appearing in the current state. This rule is a modification of the IND-rule [22] , and its definition makes it unnecessary the use of FD-transformations, as it will be shown later. Now, since the set I of INDs is acyclic, the process does not add any tuple to Ri and eventually terminates, producing a state that satifies all INDs in I. In the rest of the proof, we show that the final state satisfies the FDs in F, and so satisfies Z. The proof is by induction on the number of steps in the chase process, i.e., the number of tuples added. The inductive hypotheses are as follows. Case 1. X is not a key nor a superkey for R r. In this case both hypotheses hold immediately, since the newly added tuple has the key value distinct from all other tuples in the state.
Case 2. X is the key of R r. Hypothesis 1 holds because a new value for the key of Rr is introduced (otherwise there would have been no need to add t to rr). With respect to hypothesis 2, we can reason as follows. We know it holds before the addition, and so the only possible violations would involve t. If there were such a violation, there would be a dependency X ~ C embedded in R r and some other relation scheme RQ, and a tuple tQ~rQ, with tQ. X = t.X; but in this case t-C is defined as equal to tQ.C and so there cannot be any violation. Also, since hypothesis 2 holds before the addition, the choice of the value for t. C is unique. includes the other. R is said to satisfy the maximal inclusion condition wrt N, if there is a unique maximal inclusion for every nontrivial FD X ~A in embedded in one or more relation schemes. Intuitively, the maximal inclusion condition guarantees that every FD corresponds to a unique function: if it is embedded in more than one relation scheme, then the INDs force it to be the same in all of them.
Let R= {R~(X~) .... , Rn(X,)} be a database scheme and F be a set of tagged [30] showed that the uniqueness condition is a necessary and sufficient condition for independence wrt to a set of key dependencies. Let now R and Z = F w I satisfy conditions (a), (c) and the maximal inclusion condition. R is said to satisfy the maximality and uniqueness condition with respect to X if R satisfies the uniqueness condition wrt F', where F' is the set of unique maximal inclusions for the set of nontrivial FDs in F. We will show that the maximality and uniqueness condition is necessary and sufficient for independence in this framework. that, since the set I is acyclic, the graph N(I) cannot contain both a directed path from R~ to Rj and a directed path from Rj to R~, but at most one of them (say, from R i to R j).
Example 3 Consider a database scheme R involving, three relation schemes {R~(ABC), R2(ABD), R3(EA)}, with keys A, A, and E, respectively. Besides the key dependencies, the set of constraints ~ contains the
In order to show that R is not independent wrt Z we construct a state that is locally consistent wrt Z and is not globally consistent. This counterexample state is defined by chasing, in a way similar to the one in Lemma 5, a simple state, with a tuple t~ and Ri, a tuple tj in Rj, and the other relations empty. Tuples t~ and tj are defined as follows: t~.B= 1, for every B~X~, tj.B= 1 for every BeXj--A, tyA=2.
The chase rule is the same as is embedded in the relation scheme in this case, t-A is set to 2.
Immediate consequences of the in Lemma 5, except when the FD K~A RT, with Kc_X and t.B= 1, for every BsK:
acyclicity of N and of the assumption above about paths in N(I) are that the process terminates, producing a state that satisfies the INDs in I, and does not add any tuple to Ri. Again, in the rest of the proof we show that the final state satisfies F, and so is locally consistent wrt ~. The proof is again by induction, and the inductive hypotheses are the following. The proof is again by induction on the number of tuples added (which again is finite, since I is acyclic), and the inductive hyotheses are the same as in Lemma 6. As a consequence, also the proof of the inductive step is the same. Since the basis is trivial, the claim follows immediately. So, the final state is locally consistent wrt Z. It is easy to see that it is not globally consistent, and so it is a counterexample state demonstrating that R is not independent. [] Lemma 8 Let R and ~ satisfy conditions (a), (c). If R satisfies the maximality and uniqueness condition wrt Z, then it is independent wrt Z.
Proof Since R satisfies the maximality and uniqueness condition, there exists a set G of unique maximal inclusions for the set of key dependencies in R. Let us define a database scheme S from G: in correspondence with R~ER there is a relation scheme S~(Y~) in S, where Y~ is the union of all the attributes involved in FDs in G with tag R~. The difference between S~ and its corresponding Ri in R is that R, may contain some nonprime attributes which S~ does not have. Also, note that the untagged sets of FDs corresponding to F and G, respectively, are the same. To conclude this section, we show that the class of schemes under consideration is bounded by showing that there is an efficient way to generate relational expressions for computing total projections of the representative instance.
Functional dependencies express relationships among attributes in a relation scheme. In defining independence, we assume that if a functional relationship exists among a set of attributes, then the same relationship holds in the universe. Moreover, inclusion dependencies are constraints on pairs of relations but are not restrictions on the representative instance. Within this framework, given Z =F w I, the set of constraints used in generating the representative instance is the set of FDs implied by Z.
If R and Z satisfy hypotheses (a), (b), then if R is independent wrt Z, then it is also independent wrt F, and so the total projections of the representative instance can be computed in the same way as when no INDs are defined on the scheme [30] .
Hypotheses (a), (c) require a longer argument. In the proof of Lemma 8, if R satisfies the maximality and uniqueness condition, then a database scheme S can be constructed from the set G of unique maximal inclusions for the set of key dependencies in R. Moreover, for any consistent state r on R, we can construct a state s on S from r such that their respective representative instances, considered as tableaux, are isomorphic. By Claim 1 in Lemma 8, S satisfies the uniqueness condition and so, for any consistent state on S the total projection can be computed by means of a union of extension joins [30] . Since the set of total tuples on any consistent state r is the same as in the corresponding state s, it follows that R is bounded, and there is an efficient way to generate relational expressions for computing total projections, for any consistent state of R.
Independence wrt FDs and unary INDs
In this section we make different assumptions on Z: we put no restrictions on F, but we require that the INDs in I be unary. In this case [15] the implication problem is decidable, in polynomial time, and the set of FDs implied by X can be computed efficiently. Using the same notations as in Sect. 3, given a database scheme R= {RI(X1) ..... Rm(Xm) } and the set of FDs and unary INDs Z=FuI, for every RisR, Gi is a cover of the FDs in Z + with tag Rz, and G = U G~. The main result of this section will be the characterization of indepeni dence with respect to Z. By Lemma 1, one direction of the claim has already been established. Here, we show that the other direction also holds: that is, if R is not independent wrt G, then R is not independent wrt Z. We proceed by constructing, for every scheme that is not independent wrt G, a complex state that is locally consistent wrt s and globally inconsistent. The counterexample state is constructed using a modified version of an algorithm presented by Kanellakis et al. [15] ; we now devote some space to the description of the algorithm and of its main properties.
The algorithm operates on a (multi-)graph ~f(Z) with colored edges, defined from R and Z as follows. The nodes of (r correspond to the attributes in Z tagged with relation names (e.g., Ri.Ai). N(Z) has red edges, corresponding to FDs, and black edges, corresponding to INDs. There is a red edge from The graph obtained by collapsing the nodes of each strongly connected component (scc) of ~q(s into a node is a directed acyclic graph (dag). It is therefore possible to consider a topological sort of this dag and to assign to each scc a unique scc-number, smaller than the scc-numbers of all its descendant components in the dag. Let s be the number of scc's in ~(Z); for every j~{1 ..... s}, scc(j) indicates the sec whose scc-number isj. The algorithm we define takes as input a database state and adds to the various relations some tuples, in order to obtain another state that satisfies some interesting conditions. Assuming the domains contain the nonnegative integers and the special symbol x (any other countable set could be used as well), the algorithm uses the following conventions: Given an input state that satisfies the above conditions, Algorithm 5.1 in Fig.  4 will produce a state that is locally consistent wrt Z = F w I. The correctness of this claim follows from Lemma 9, proved after Example 5. (m2) Whenever a tuple is added, for each red clique ~g, it either contains 0 for all the attributes in cg, or all new values; then, by induction on the number of tuples added by Algorithm 5.1, the claim is easily proved, the basis of the induction being guaranteed by hypothesis (i2) on the input state.
(m3) We prove that, for every locally consistent state of the form considered by Algorithm 5.1, whenever a tuple t is added by the algorithm to some relation r, then the resulting state is still locally consistent; the claim then follows by induction on the number of tuples added, using hypothesis (i3) as the basis. Assume by contradiction a violation of some FD R: X---, B arises. Then such a violation must involve t (since the rest is assumed consistent), and some other tuple t' previously added to r by the algorithm (because there is no common value between t and the tuples in the input state). Now, the only possible common value between t and t', is 0, and so X must be contained in the set desc(C~), where ~ is the clique that led to the addition of t to r. So, all the attributes in X are red descendants of clique cg; so for every Ae~ we have R: A ~X~F+; so, by transitivity, A ~ B is derivable, and so B is also among the red descendants of A and so t.B=O. The same argument can be carried out for t', to derive t'. B = 0, and so there can be no violation.
(m4) We proceed by induction onj.
Basis. j = 0. Trivial. Induction. j> 1, assuming the claim for every k<j. So we have to prove that (i) for each k<j the property is preserved by the j-th iteration, and (ii) the property holds for j after the iteration. Condition ( which is independent of R. A and ego, and so is the same for all the attributes in scc(j). The second set of added tuples preserves the equality in the number of distinct integers, and so the claim holds after thej-th iteration.
(m5) We proceed by induction onj.
Basis. Trivial.
Induction. Suppose the inductive hypothesis holds after j-1 executions of the outer loop. First observe that by the inductive hypotheses and by construction, for any R-A e scc(i) and S-Be scc(h), such that i< h <j, amax(R. A)> amax(S-B), whatever sets of tuples are added to the state during the j-th iteration of the outer for loop. So we need to show that if R.Aescc(j--1) and S.Bescc(j), then amax (R-A)> amax (S. B). By (m 4), which has already been proved for every scc, after the j-th iteration of the outer for loop, for any V. Csscc(h) with h<=j, amax(V. C) = smax(h). Hence, we need to show smax(j-1) > smax(j). This is guaranteed by the second set of tuples added to the state in the loop, as follows. If, when the last if statement is executed, smax (j -1) __< smax(j), this set of tuples is added to the state; otherwise the claim already holds. Let smaxnew(j-1) and smaxnew(j ) be, respectively, the maximum values for attributes in scc(j-1) and scc(j) after the execution of the if statement; let c be the number of red cliques in scc(j); it can be easily shown that smaXnew(J-l)=c x p+smax(j-1) and smaXn~w (j) = (c -1) x p + smax (j), where p = smax (j) -smax (j-1) + 1, as defined in the algorithm. To show that smax.ew(j-1)>smax,~w(j), and thus complete the proof, it is sufficient to observe that smax,~w(j-1)-smaX,ew(J) = smax(j-1)-smax(j) + p = 1 > 0. [] From Lemma 9, the correctness of Algorithm 5.1 follows. Claim (cQ. 14 + contains all the FDs from Fj~ that have a lhs whose local closure is strictly contained in X*.
Claim (fl)
. H does not contain any FD whose lhs has a local closure equal to X* or containing it.
The relations in the counterexample state r~ are defined as follows: (i) for i+jk, ri consists of a single tuple with all values equal to x; (ii) rjk contains s + 1 tuples, {tl ..... ts, t} : for 1 < i_ s, ti has value x for each of the attributes in Z*, and new values for the other attributes; t has value x in the closure of Xk with respect to H (let us indicate this set of attributes with Xn), and new values elsewhere.
State r~ locally satifies G (condition (a)), is not globally consistent (condition (b)), but need not be a legal input for Algorithm 5.1 (condition (c)); therefore, it is not the state we need in order to prove the lemma. However, it is possible to add some tuples to the relations in r,, in order to gain a satisfaction of (c), without violating (a) and (b).
A state is a legal input for Algorithm 5.1 if it satisfies conditions (il), (i2), (i3); state r, may violate conditions (il) and 02).
Let us consider (i 2) first. The following claim can be easily proved.
Claim ( _Xk, we have cg,. _ Xk, and so also cg,,. ~ X*. Now, assume, by way of contradiction, "~"* "~* ~_a k and ~'* ~v *.
.... k, then, by Claim (c0, it would follow that cg,, is contained in X~, and so the same would be for ~"* and c~,, _ a contradiction, since cg,, c~ X~ = 0.
Claim (e) . There is at most one red clique split by Xu.
Proof of claim.
Let cg 1 and cg z be two cliques split by Xu. By Claim (6), cg, =X*, ~*=X*, and so cg.=cg~. Also, for every AxeCg~, Azff~2, by properties of red cliques, we have cg~=A*, %Pz--A2, and so A*=A*; then, AI, A 2 are in the same clique, and so cg I =off 2 . Now, using the above claims, we show how the state r~ can be modified in order to satisfy condition (i2). As we said above, the only possible violations are due to a clique cg split by Xw In such a case, we add a tuple t' as follows:
t,.A_={x
if AeCg"=cg--X B new value otherwise Condition (i2) is now satisfied; however, we have to show that the state is still locally consistent. Since r~ is locally consistent, the only possible violations would be introduced by t' in rjk. Let us consider two cases:
1. The violation involves t' and t, where t is the tuple for Xn. This is not possible, because the only repeated values are x's, and t, t' have x's in disjoint sets of attributes.
2. The violation involves t' and th, where th is the tuple corresponding to Z h ~ Wh.
Again, the only repeated value is x, and so, if some FD V~ A is violated, we have c * V*c * Now, cg"*=X~' (by Claim (~)), V_ Zh (and so _ Z h) and V~ cg,,.
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and cg"*=V* (by property of cliques). Therefore, V*=X~, and so ~k--~n --but this contradicts Claim (fl).
So, we have a state that satisfies conditions (i2) and (i3) for being an input to Algorithm 5.1. Now, we show how this state can be modified in order to satisfy (il). The only missing point is that some INDs may be violated due to the absence of x from some columns. To be sure to satisfy the condition, we consider each relation where there is at least one column without x, and add one tuple to it, with x for the attributes that do not have it yet, and new values elsewhere. This addition trivially preserves satisfaction of local FDs, and also preserves property (i2), since these sets do not split cliques. []
We are now ready to prove the major result in this section.
Theorem 3 R is independent wrt G if and only if R is independent wrt Z = F ~ I.
Proof
The only if part holds by Lemma 1 so we concentrate on the /f part.
We proceed by showing that if R is not independent wrt G, then R is not independent wrt 2 either. If R is not independent wrt G, then we know, by Lemma 10, that there is a state r that is locally consistent wrt G, globally inconsistent wrt G, and can be input to Algorithm 5.1. Then, by Corollary 1 the state output by the algorithm is locally consistent wrt Z. Since the algorithm only adds new tuples, without modifying the existing ones, the output state is still globally inconsistent, and so it is a counterexample state demonstrating that R is not independent wrt Z. [] As we did in Sect. 4 , we show that the class of schemes considered in this section is also bounded.
By Theorem 3, if R is independent wrt 2 then R is independent wrt G, where G is the set of embedded FDs that logically follow from Z. By a result obtained by various authors [2, 3, 21 ,311, the total projections for any consistent state on R can be computed by means of predefined relational expressions independent of the state itself. Hence, the total projections can be generated by predefined relational expressions.
